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Objectives
Read these objectives. The objectives tell you what you will be able to do when you have successfully 
completed this LIFEPAC. When you have finished this LIFEPAC, you should be able to:

1. Describe the geography of each of the seven countries in this LIFEPAC.

2. Give an account of the background and the lifestyle of the people living in each country.

3. Relate how each country was started and how it has grown to the present.

4. Name the capital of each country and at least one more city.

5. Name the principal resource or resources of each country and the major industries that have grown 
from these resources.

The seven southern countries of South America to be studied in this LIFEPAC® differ in many ways from the 
countries in the north. Only one, Ecuador, is crossed by the equator. All seven southern countries touch the 
jungles of the inland. Most of them spread out into colder, harsher climates. The Andes Mountains become 
higher as they range southward along the western coast of South America.

They descend sharply into the ocean at the extreme southern tip of the continent. These southern countries 
also share some events of history. All have had stormy periods since they became democracies, and most 
have military presidents. In 1980, however, Peru elected a civilian president. Other countries, like Argentina, 
are trying to change, but the task is difficult.

Other South American Countries

Introduction
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Survey the LIFEPAC. Ask yourself some questions about this study and write your questions here.
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Section objectives
Review these objectives. When you have completed this section, you should be able to:

1. Describe the geography of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.

2. Give an account of the background and the lifestyle of the people living in each country.

3. Relate how each country was started and how it has grown to the present.

4. Name the capital of each country and at least one other major city.

5. Name the principal resource or resources of each country and the major industries that 
have grown from these resources.

Vocabulary
Study these words to enhance your success in this section.

abound (u bound’). Plentiful.

blight (blīt). A disease of plants.

captor (kap’ tur). A person who takes or holds a prisoner. 

complex (kum pleks’). A group of buildings, units, and so forth. 

conquest (kon’ kwest). An act of conquering; the thing, person, or land conquered.

despot (des’ put). Ruler having unlimited power; tyrant.

docile (dos’ ul). Easily managed; obedient.

erupt (i rupt’). Burst forth suddenly.

oppress (ō pres’). Govern harshly; keep down unjustly.

originate (u rij’ u nāt). Cause to be, invent, come into being, or arise.

retain (ri tān’). Continue to have or hold; keep.

species (spē’ shēz). A group of animals or plants having the same characteristics.

staple (stā’ pul). Most important basic food; principal article grown or manufactured in a place.

viceroy (vīs’ roi). A person ruling a country under directions from the king or sovereign.

Note: All vocabulary words in this LIFEPAC appear in boldface print the first time they are used. If you are not sure of the 
meaning when you are reading, study the definitions given.

Pronunciation Key: hat, āge, cãre, fär; let, ēqual, tėrm; it, īce; hot, ōpen, ôrder; oil; out; cup, put, rüle; child; long; thin;
/ŦH/ for then; /zh/ for measure; /u/ represents /a/ in about, /e/ in taken, /i/ in pencil, /o/ in lemon, and /u/ in circus.

1.  ECUADOR, PERU, AND BOLIVIA
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia share enough simi-
larities in geography, history, and people to be 
one large country. All three were a part of one 
nation devoted to the Sun God during the pre-
historic days of the Inca civilization. Over the 

years they have become divided into the coun-
tries that exist today. The people of each coun-
try are proud of their own heritage. You will 
study ways Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia are alike. 
Then you will study each country separately.
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GEOGRAPHY
In this section you will study the Andes Moun-
tains. You will also study the general regional 
traits, waterways, and wildlife of the countries 
of the Andes region.

Mountains. The Andes Mountains ( or Sierras 
as the South Americans call them) spread down 
from the north into Ecuador. In Ecuador the 
mountains are divided into two high ranges. 
One long line of ranges is called “The Avenue 
of Volcanoes.” Several peaks erupt lava from 
time to time. Mount Cotopaxi is the highest 
“steaming” mountain in the world. Whenever 
volcanoes are active, we know the earth in that 
place has not yet settled permanently. Earth-
quakes often occur in such areas, as they do in 
Ecuador.

The Andes go on down through Peru. In Peru 
they are higher. Mount Hauscarán, at 22,202 
feet, is one of the tallest peaks in the world. 
Between the mountain ranges, the plateaus are 
elevated also.

The mountains and plateaus of the Andes in 
the west-southwest border of Bolivia are very 
high and have extended to their widest point. 
In Bolivia the Andes Mountains are nearly four 

hundred miles wide in places. Three ranges, or 
cordilleras, have formed: the Cordillera Occi-
dental (west), the Cordillera Central, and the 
Cordillera Oriental (east). At the northern end 
of the Cordillera Central is the Cordillera Real 
(royal). These ranges are full of glaciers, and 
their peaks reach extreme heights. The pla-
teaus between the mountain ranges are also 
extremely high. The plateaus in Bolivia and 
Peru are called altiplanos (high plains). People 
who live and work on these altiplanos develop 
large chests and lungs. Lungs enlarge in order 
to absorb the small amount of oxygen available 
in the high altitudes.

  Complete the statements by writing the correct words in the blanks.

1.1 The Andes mountains divide into  ____________________________________ high ranges in Ecuador.

1.2 Mount Cotopaxi is called the highest  _________________________________  mountain in the world.

1.3 Areas that have volcanoes usually have  ______________________________________________  as well.

1.4 In Bolivia the Andes Mountains are nearly  ______________________________ miles wide in places.

1.5 In Bolivia the Andes Mountains have formed  ________________________________________  ranges.

1.6 The plateaus in Bolivia and Peru are called  ________________________ because they are so high.

1.7 People who live and work in the Andes develop  ___________________________  chests and lungs.

| Alpacas in South America
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Eastern regions. The Spanish word for east is 
oriente. Oriente is the name the western coun-
tries of South America give to the low jungle 
areas that flatten out from the foot of the east 
side of the Andes. Selva is another name for 
this area. Low bushes and vines grow thickly in 
the selva. The weather is mostly hot and humid. 
In Ecuador the jungle is fairly wide, but in Peru 
the jungle is the size of Texas. Bolivia’s lowlands 
take up almost three-fourths of the country. 
However, to the southeast, the jungle terrain 
begins to develop into the Gran Chaco (large 
swamp) that extends into Paraguay and even to 
Argentina.

Bolivia has two eastern regions. The first, part 
of the Gran Chaco just mentioned, is the Ori-
ente-Chaco. The second is the Yungas, located 
on the hillsides of the mountains between 
the jungle and the high peaks. These eastern 
slopes are green and fertile, good for farming.

Western regions. Only Ecuador and Peru have 
western, or coastal, regions located between 
the Andes and the Pacific Ocean. Bolivia has 
no seacoast. The mountains form its western 
border.

Ecuador’s coastline, especially in the south, 
is full of fertile valleys suitable for growing 
bananas and cocoa.

Peru’s coastal region is a desert. Even the 
Andes mountains facing the ocean in Peru are 
barren. Two factors contribute to this condi-
tion. One factor is the mountains, which are so 
high in Peru that the warm, damp winds of the 
inland jungles cannot reach the coastline. The 
second factor is the Peru Current.

The Peru (or Humboldt) Current in the Pacific 
Ocean makes a huge circle. Starting far out 
in the ocean, it sweeps up the South Ameri-
can west coast beginning at the level of north 
Chile. It continues up the length of Peru. It then 
turns out into the Pacific again at the south-
ern border of Ecuador. Above the Current are 
Ecuador’s fertile valleys. Peru’s coast, along 
the Current’s path, is dry, having no rain, only 
occasional mists. The climate is right for desert 
plants, such as cotton, to be grown on Peru’s 
coastal plain. The cold air of the Current, how-
ever, makes the weather surprisingly cool.

  Write eastern or western in the blank in front of each statement.

1.8  ______________  The Spanish word for it is oriente.

1.9  ______________  These are coastal regions located between the Andes mountains and the 
Pacific Ocean.

1.10  ______________  Fertile valleys in Ecuador suitable for growing bananas and cocoa.

1.11  ______________  Peru’s coastal region is a desert.

1.12  ______________  Selva is a name for the low jungle areas at the foot of the Andes.

1.13  ______________  The weather is mostly hot and humid.

1.14  ______________  Peru’s coast, along which the Peru Currents flows, has no rain, only occa-
sional mist, but it is cool.

1.15  ______________  Another name for the Peru Current is the Humboldt Current.
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Galápagos Islands. Off of Ecuador’s coast, 
about six hundred miles westward across the 
Pacific Ocean, lie the Galápagos Islands. These 
islands are owned by the country of Ecuador. 
Full of rocks and natural springs, they contain 
so many species of wildlife that scientists go 
there to study.

Rivers and other waterways. The Guayas 
River of Ecuador is wide at its mouth as it 
empties into the Pacific. Ocean-going ships can 
travel up the Guayas fifty miles to the city of 
Guayaquil. From there smaller boats can navi-
gate on other rivers forty to eighty miles further 
inland. To the north of Ecuador, the Esmeral-
das River can be navigated two hundred miles 
inland. On the east side of Ecuador’s moun-
tains, countless rivers are formed that eventu-
ally meet the Amazon River.

In Peru’s Oriente, the Amazon’s headwaters 
begin near the city of Iquitos. The water is so 
deep and so wide that ocean-going ships can 
come up the Amazon thirty-five hundred miles 
to the city, making it an “Atlantic Ocean sea-
port” for Peru. This fact is worth noting because 
Iquitos actually is only two hundred miles from 
the Pacific Ocean.

Lake Titicaca lies on an altiplano between 
Bolivia and Peru. Lake Titicaca is the highest 
navigable lake in the world. Being navigable 
makes it an important means of transportation 
and commerce for both countries.

Wildlife. Wildlife abounds everywhere in all 
three countries. In the Oriente, huge snakes, 
pumas, tapirs, and beautiful birds can be 
found. The ocean is full of tuna, shrimp, lobster, 

and crayfish. Fishermen enjoy catching twenty 
to thirty-pound trout in the lakes and rivers. 
Trout weighing one hundred twenty pounds 
have been reported in Lake Titicaca. On the 
Galápagos Islands, besides wild horses, wild 
dogs, and wild cattle left over from the days of 
the conquerors, there live animals such as giant 
tortoises, iguanas, albatrosses, cormorants, 
and pelicans. The finches that dwell in Galápa-
gos have been the subject of many scientific 
writings. In the high Andes are condors and 
falcons.

The llama and its three cousins, the vicuña, the 
guanaco, and the alpaca, are symbols of Peru. 
These animals exist in other South American 
countries, but Peru makes the most use of 
them. They are related to the camel. The vicuña 
has very fine wool, but the animals hide in the 
mountains and are hard to find, so the supply 
of vicuña wool is scarce. Alpaca wool is in much 
demand all over the world for sweaters.

The llama is Peru’s beast of burden. Many 
families own one or more, making spoiled pets 
of some of them. Being small, the llama cannot 
carry as heavy a load as a horse can. The llama 
is a docile animal, however, that can store 
water within itself for a long period of time. 
This trait makes it useful for work in the des-
ert areas or wherever water is scarce. Llamas 
are used for food, too. The meat is sometimes 
stretched and dried in the sun. The Indians 
have always called this charqui (char key). Jerky 
that the pioneers in the United States made 
from beef was named after the South American 
charqui. Llama wool is heavy, suitable for thick 
blankets and coats.
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  Classify the words under the proper heading.

Words
  albatrosses llamas  tapirs  condors  

 lobsters tortoises  crayfish  pelicans 
 tuna falcons  pumas  wild cattle 
 finches shrimp  wild dogs  iguanas 
 snakes wild horses

1.16  Oriente Andes Seacoast Galápagos

    _________________    _________________    _________________   _________________
    _________________    _________________    _________________   _________________
    _________________    _________________    _________________   _________________
    _________________    _________________    _________________   _________________
    _________________    _________________    _________________   _________________
    _________________    _________________    _________________   _________________

Find the antonyms for these words in the paragraphs on wildlife

1.17 a. plentiful  _________________________________ b. empty ___________________________________ 

c. midget __________________________________ d. die ______________________________________ 

 e. least _____________________________________ f. coarse  __________________________________ 

g. light _____________________________________ h. thin ______________________________________ 

i. unruly ___________________________________ 
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Write true or false in the blank in front of each statement.

1.18  ______________  The Rocky Mountain range runs through Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.

1.19  ______________  All three of these countries touch the interior jungles.

1.20  ______________  Peru has an “Atlantic seaport.”

1.21  ______________  The llama is related to the camel.

1.22  ______________  The Andes Mountains are narrow in Bolivia.

1.23  ______________  The llama family of animals are never raised for pets. 

1.24  ______________  The coastline of Peru is green with forests.

1.25  ______________  Lake Titicaca produces no trout.

Complete the following map activity.

1.26 On the work map in the back of your LIFEPAC, mark these areas: the Andes Mountain ranges, 
the Galápagos Islands, the jungle areas, and the coastal area. You may wish to color these 
with crayon or colored pencil.

1.27 Indicate the approximate course of the Peru Current in the Pacific Ocean, and mark the 
Guayas River and the Esmeraldas River in Ecuador.

1.28 Mark the city of Iquitos in Peru and the Amazon River.

1.29 Draw in Lake Titicaca between Peru and Bolivia. You will need to look at the sample map in 
your LIFEPAC, a wall map, or online to be able to do this activity well.

TEACHER CHECK
initials date
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PEOPLE
Most of the population of these three countries 
is Indian. You will study their schools, recre-
ations, languages, religions, food, and clothing.

Indians. Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia are often 
referred to as Indian countries. Most of the 
people are either pure-blood Indians or mesti-
zos (Indian and Spanish mixed). Many of them 
are Quechuas ( ke choo uhs ), descendants 
of the great prehistoric Inca tribes. In Bolivia, 
especially around Lake Titicaca, live descend-
ants of tribes that were in Bolivia much earlier 
than the Incas.

Of course, each country has immigrant people 
or descendants of immigrants, including Amer-
ican, Japanese, Africans, and Europeans. These 
people form small minorities.

The men in the Colorado Indian tribe (the 
“red ones”) of Ecuador color their hair red and 
plaster it with mud. This practice gives them the 
appearance of wearing red skull caps.

Jungle Indians of any tribe live within their own 
culture. They have little to do with “civilization.” 
One or two tribes will have nothing at all to do 
with any other human beings. The Auca Indians 
in the jungles of Ecuador are fierce. In 1956 
they killed five Protestant missionaries who 
thought they had befriended them. Relatives 
of the slain missionaries still are trying to reach 
out to the Auca. They have already succeeded 
in some ways. Many Aucas have been con-
verted since the killings, including the men who 
killed the missionaries. Elizabeth Elliott, the wife 
of one of the men who was killed went back 
to live among the Aucas. She took her little girl 
with her and loved the Aucas for Christ’s sake. 
Many have opened their hearts to Christ’s love 
and salvation.

Luke 23:34 tells us that Jesus cried out to God 
about those who crucified him, “Father, forgive 
them; for they know not what they do.” As a 
fellow Christian, perhaps you will want to pray 

for all Indians of South America that they, too, 
will open their hearts to the message of God’s 
love and salvation.

Schools. Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia all have 
laws to make children from six to twelve or 
from seven to fourteen go to school. But the 
laws are difficult to enforce. In 1900 Ecuador 
imported European teachers. By now most chil-
dren in Ecuador attend primary school. A few of 
them go on to high school and college.

In Peru few schools exist. The people often 
are too poor to afford school clothes for their 
children.

Bolivia tries very hard to provide an education 
to all who need it. Only about half of the chil-
dren attend school. In areas where there are 
not enough textbooks, however, the teacher 
reads the lesson from her book to the class. 
The children write down what she says and 
memorize it.

| A woman and child in traditional dress.
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Recreation. Futbol (soccer) is a favorite sport 
in Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. Bullfighting is 
popular too. In Peru, many people sand ski on 
the beaches. Children like to shoot firecrackers 
on New Year’s Day.

Near Lake Titicaca, for pleasure and for work, 
men make boats and sails of the reeds—or bul-
rushes—of the tortora plant. The boats last only 
a few months, but plenty of bulrushes remain 
to make others.

The women of Bolivia are seen very often with 
spindles in their hands. They carry them every-
where to spin yarn from sheep’s wool, or wool 
from the llama, the alpaca, or even the vicuña. 
Sometimes the women dye the wools bright 
colors before they spin them.

Festivals are celebrated for many things. In 
Bolivia the people make their own musical 
instruments out of reeds and bamboo. They 
make drums, mouth organs, guitars, and horns. 
People paint huge masks for themselves.

Religion. In all three countries festivals, except 
for patriotic ones, are related to the Roman 
Catholic Church. Most of the people belong to 
this church. Statues of Christ are put on the 
hills beside many villages to give the town a 
blessing. Celebrations sometimes include prim-
itive traditions from the Indian religions.

Protestant missionaries are active in these 
countries. Sometimes missionaries serve in the 
jungles. Often two of them together set up their 
own hut near a native village. Some of them 
translate the Bible, some help the poor and the 
sick. All of them teach the Indians, when they 
are able, about God’s love through Jesus Christ.

In rural villages away from the jungles, in the 
plateaus and altiplanos, missionaries go to 
teach about Jesus. They set up complexes 
which may include schools or medical clinics. 
Whenever the people of the towns have a fes-
tival, the missionaries and their families gather 
together with friends they have made from the 

town and have their own party and songfest. 
Sometimes they hold an all night prayer vigil.

In Psalm 137:4 the writer asks, “How shall we 
sing the Lord’s song in a strange land?” The mis-
sionaries sing easily although they are far from 
home. They have a joyous message in their 
hearts.

Language. Spanish is the official language for 
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. English is a second 
language, especially for conducting govern-
ment business with other countries. Most of 
the people, however, also speak the Quechuan 
Indian dialects, as well as other Indian tongues.

Food. Ecuadoreans use many spices in their 
food. Naranjilla (little orange) juice is served 
there also. Chocolate drinks from their own 
home-grown cocoa beans are supposed to be 
the best anywhere.

We tend to think of potatoes as coming from 
Ireland and pumpkins from North America. 
But potatoes, squash, corn, pumpkins, and 
peanuts originated in this part of the world, 
especially in Peru and Bolivia. The conquerors 
took samples of the “strange” food back to their 
European homes. From there they were grown 
and taken to other places. Potatoes are still the 
staple of the Quechua diet.

In the jungles, manioc, cooked several ways, is 
the basis for meals. In the United States, people 
eat tapioca which comes from the same plant 
as manioc.

| A boat made from reeds
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Clothing. Clothing must be warm and heavy for 
the cold plateaus. Women wear circular skirts. 
The more layers of skirts a woman wears, the 
wealthier she is. Men wear colorful ponchos 

over their pants and shirts. Everybody wears 
hats. The women like round derby hats. Some 
men wear a chullo, a knit cap with ear flaps.

  Write true or false.

1.30  ______________  The Colorado Indians are called the “red ones.”

1.31  ______________  Today’s Quechua Indians are descendants of the ancient Incas.

1.32  ______________  Jungle Indians often shop in the cities.

1.33  ______________  Five missionaries live with the Auca Indians.

1.34  ______________  Headhunters plaster their hair with mud.

Match the following words and phrases.

1.35  ________  potatoes a. musical instruments

1.36  ________  European teachers b. took sample potatoes back home

1.37  ________  students in Bolivia c. related to camels

1.38  ________  futbol d. made of bulrushes

1.39  ________  derby hats e. home-grown cocoa beans

1.40  ________  boats on Titicaca f. memorize lessons

1.41  ________  firecrackers g. New Year’s Day

1.42  ________  llamas h. spin yarn from wool

1.43  ________  spindles i. ages for going to school

1.44  ________  reeds and bamboo  j. manioc

1.45  ________  bright colors k. Ecuador

1.46  ________  6-12, 7-14 l. yarn dyes

1.47  ________  chocolate drinks m. soccer

1.48  ________  conquerors n. staple of Quechuan diet

    o. Quechua women
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HISTORY
The Indian countries, Ecuador, Peru, and 
Bolivia, are most famous for the reminders of 
the Inca empire which still exist there. You will 
study the Incas and learn about the men who 
conquered them. Although these countries 
were later freed from Spanish rule, a struggle 
to understand and practice democracy contin-
ues today.

Inca civilization. The Incas had no written 
language. Little is known today about them 
except word-of-mouth legend and what can be 
learned from ruins. The ruins of their cities and 
roads show how well they could build. Writings 
by Spanish conqueror historians have given us 
a few accounts of the Incas at the time of the 
Spanish conquest.

The Incas were the last of a long line of vast 
Indian civilizations that centered in Peru. The 
Incas worshiped the sun god. By the middle of 
the fifteenth century (around 1450), the Incas 
had completed the conquest of all the other 
existing Indian tribes of western South Amer-
ica. It had taken them at least two centuries to 
complete the conquest. Each of the tribes con-
quered was allowed to retain its own culture. 
The captors, however, insisted that all worship 
the sun god. Everyone worked and lived for the 
King of the Incas, who, his subjects felt, repre-
sented the sun god.

The city of Cuzco, toward the south of Peru, 
was the Inca capital. Though they had not yet 

learned about the wheel, the Incas somehow 
hauled huge stone blocks to build their temples 
and palaces. The stones were laid in such a 
way that earthquakes have not destroyed the 
Inca walls to this day. Buildings put by conquer-
ors on top of the ancient walls have crumbled 
several times. The Incas mined gold and silver, 
which was used to plate the building blocks.

Great stone walls were built beside fine high-
ways that were used for marching troops, 
running messengers, or transporting goods by 
llamas. One stone-paved highway was 3,250 
miles long. Another was 2,520 miles.

Farming and art were also important to the 
Incas. Crops were watered by a complicated 
irrigation system. The Inca weaving was finer 
than any present-day weaving. Inca pottery was 
beautiful.

The Inca government was well organized, but 
because one king did not name a strong son 
for his successor, the power of the monarchy 
began to decline.

Conquest of the Incas. In 1532 the Spaniard, 
Francisco Pizzaro, took an expedition to Inca 
territory. He captured the Inca leaders by 
trickery. He and his men robbed and looted 
Inca palaces and temples, mainly in Cuzco. The 
gold plates from the walls were sent to Spain. 
On the foundations of the buildings they had 
ruined, the Spaniards built palaces and rich 

Write in the blanks the correct word to complete the sentence.

1.49 Indian traditions are sometimes included in Roman Catholic ________________________________ .

1.50 The official language of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia is __________________________ .

1.51 Indian _________________________________ also are spoken.

1.52 The first _________________________________ were grown on Peru and Ecuador.

1.53 Clothing must be ______________________________ for the high plateaus.

1.54 In the jungles, Protestant missionaries set up their own _____________ near the Indian village.
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cathedrals. They burned and robbed so much 
that in Ecuador only one Inca carving remains.

Peru has most of what has survived of the Inca 
civilization. High in the plateaus of Peru is one 
entire city that Pizzaro never found. Discovered 
by a senator from the United States in 1911, its 
name is Machu Picchu.

Colonial period. After Pizzaro’s conquest, the 
countries of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia were 
taken over by Spanish viceroys. Provinces were 
ruled by Spaniards from Spain. Creoles (full-
blooded Spaniards born in the new country) 
and all others were severely oppressed. 
Indians that did not flee to the jungle were 
made slaves.

Spain considered the new country a “bank of 
gold.” She was afraid of losing her new-found 
riches in South America. For nearly three 
hundred years Spain gave no freedom to her 
subjects.

Liberation. José de San Martín (mar teen) 
from Argentina, had taken his soldiers across 
the Andes to liberate Chile. When he finished 
there, he went north with his army. In 1821 
he defeated the Spanish in Lima, Peru. He 
was asked to unfurl the first national flag. San 
Martín defeated the Spanish in other battles. 
He became well loved, and was considered the 
liberator of the southern half of South America.

In the meantime Simón Bolívar had freed 
Venezuela, Columbia, and Ecuador from the 
Spanish. Now Bolívar was on his way south to 
Peru. Obviously, problems would arise with two 
liberators in one country. At a famous meeting 
between the two in Guayaquil, Ecuador, Bolívar 
and San Martín agreed to let Bolívar continue 
the battles. After saying farewell to his friends 
in a speech at Peru, San Martín went home to a 
poor welcome in Argentina. He went to Europe 
and died an unhappy man.

José de Sucre, one of Bolívar’s generals, fought 
more battles to free Ecuador and Bolivia than 
Bolívar did, but is not as well known as Bolívar.

Bolívar’s army defeated the Spanish completely 
in 1825. Bolívar returned to Colombia where 
he, too, died unhappily.

Years of democracy. Since liberation, the 
Indian countries have had democratic constitu-
tions. Democracy has not come easily. Frequent 
changes have been made in the constitutions. 
Wars with neighboring countries have been 
costly.

In 1879 twenty-five years after democracy 
began, Peru fought the War of the Pacific with 
Bolivia and Chile over nitrates and fertilizer. 
Bolivia lost her seaport and coastline in the 
final peace settlement.

Almost sixty years later Bolivia fought another 
war (1928–1935). The Gran Chaco in the Ori-
ente was the disputed land this time. Argentina 
and Paraguay were the enemies. Bolivia lost 
much territory again.

In all three countries, many presidents elected 
to office became dictators, ruling the country 
like despots, often with cruelty. Other presi-
dents were democratic, helping the people to 
better lives and freedom.

In 1978 each country except Bolivia had a 
president elected from the armed forces. The 
presidents appoint military officers to be in 
their cabinets. However, in 1993, Bolivia held a 
civilian, democratic election.

In 1979 Ecuador returned to democratic elec-
tions, and in 1980, Peru also returned to a 
civilian, democratic government.

In all three countries, everyone over 18 years of 
age must vote, by law.
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  Complete the following statements.

1.55 The Incas had no __________________________ language.

1.56 The Incas worshiped the _________________________________ .

1.57 The Incas had finished conquering all the other existing Indian tribes of western South 

America by about _____________________ .

1.58 The Inca capital was ______________________ .

1.59 Often the walls were plated with a. __________________________ and  

b. __________________________ , which the Incas mined.

1.60 Crops were watered by a complicated __________________________ system.

Write true or false.

1.61  ______________  Sucre fought more freedom battles for Ecuador and Bolivia than Bolívar.

1.62  ______________  San Martín died a happy man.

1.63  ______________  The conquering Spaniards allowed Creoles to be their deputies.

1.64  ______________  Pizzaro did not find all the Inca cities.

1.65  ______________  Since democracy, no more trouble has bothered the three Indian countries.
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Complete the following activity.

The following words are from the section on the history of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. Each of 
these words has a suffix.

Classify these words
 a. in the first column by underlining the suffix; 

b. in the second column by writing the root word; 
c. in the third column by describing the root word as a noun, verb, adjective, or adverb; 
d. in the fourth column by describing the word with the suffix as a noun, verb, adjective, 
 adverb, or a verb with changed tense. The first one is done for you.

           Word Root Word Root Word Word With Suffix 
    Description  Description

 civilization                      civilize      verb          noun

1.66  conqueror   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.67  historian  _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.68  centered   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.69  irrigation   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.70  government   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.71  expedition   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.72  reminders   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.73  colonial   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.74  organized   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.75  fertilizer   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.76  freedom   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.77  dictator   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.78  defeated   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.79  national   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.80  obviously   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.81  liberators   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.82  unhappily   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________

1.83  liberation   _______________________   __________________________   ________________________
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COUNTRY OF ECUADOR
Ecuador is on the west coast of South America. 
It has three main cities, one main industry, and 
several small industries.

Location. The mainland of Ecuador is located 
south of Colombia on the west “hump” of South 
America. Peru borders it on the east and south. 
To the west is the Pacific Ocean. The Galápagos 
Islands, which belong to Ecuador, are six hun-
dred miles west in the Pacific Ocean.

Cities. Quito, built on Inca ruins in the north 
Sierras, is the capitol of Ecuador. Because its 
location is fifteen miles south of the equator, 
all-year-around the sun rises at 6 A.M. and sets 
at 6 P.M. Nearby is Mount Pichincha.

Guayaquil is Ecuador’s chief port at the mouth 
of the Guayas River. The city is four hundred 
fifty years old, but modern looking. Guayaquil’s 
streets are often said to be paved with choco-
late, because cocoa beans are put out to dry in 
the streets. An Inca Indian chief named Guaya 
and his wife, Quil, killed themselves when the 
Spanish took over. The conquerors named the 
city after them.

Cuenca, located in the south Sierras, is famous 
for making fine Panama hats. Men everywhere 
used to wear these hats, but they are no lon-
ger the style. The women of the city continue 

making them and storing them. They say 
people will start buying them again someday. 
Cuenca has marble buildings made from mar-
ble from nearby quarries.

Tourists flock to the town of Otavalo in north-
ern Ecuador to buy fine weavings brought to 
market by the Otavalo women.

Resources and industry. Ecuador’s chief 
resource and industry is bananas. The coastline 
has the perfect climate for banana growing. 
Ecuador also exports small amounts of coffee, 
rice, and sugar. Cocoa used to be a major crop, 
but a blight struck its leaves in 1922. Recovery 
has been long and slow.

  Answer the following questions.

1.84 What country lies to the north of Ecuador?  ___________________________________________________

1.85 What islands in the Pacific Ocean belong to Ecuador?  _________________________________________

1.86 How far to the west do these islands lie?  ______________________________________________________

1.87 What is the capital city of Ecuador?  ___________________________________________________________

1.88 What is the chief port of Ecuador?  ____________________________________________________________

1.89 The chief port lies at the mouth of what river?  ________________________________________________

1.90 What is Ecuador’s chief resource and industry?  _______________________________________________
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COUNTRY OF PERU
Peru is below Ecuador on the west coast of 
South America. Some places have become 
important tourist stops. Peru has several pro-
ductive industries.

Location. Peru lies south of Florida on the west 
coast of South America. Colombia and Ecuador 
border it on the north. Brazil is to the east, 
Bolivia the southeast, and Chile to the south.

Cities. Lima is the capital of Peru. A statue of 
San Martín stands in the central plaza of the 
city. Presidential guards dress as Europeans 
dressed long ago.

Callao is located about halfway down the coast 
of Peru. Callao is so close to Lima that the two 
have almost grown together into one big city. If 
you were to travel to Lima by boat, you would 
get off at Callao, because it is closer to the 
ocean.

Cuzco was the capital of the Inca empire. Much 
of Cuzco today is modern, though they do not 
have much wealth. Many of the buildings have 
been built on top of the ruins of the old Inca 
buildings.

Iquitos, in the Oriente, to the northeast is Peru’s 
“Atlantic seaport.” Many of its people live in stilt 
houses as it is located on the Amazon River, 
which flows into the Atlantic Ocean. Airplanes 
carry people to and from the city.

Resources and industry. Sugar is grown along 
the coastline of Peru and in the Amazon valleys. 

Cotton is also a major crop on the coast.

In the mountains, llama, alpaca, vicuña, and 
sheep are raised for wool. Gold and silver are 
still in the hills, but copper, zinc, and vanadium 
(an element used in hardening steel) are more 
important. Peru is the world’s second largest 
producer of vanadium. Iron and oil also are 
produced.

Sugar refining is a major industry. From sugar 
pulp comes babazzi from which paper is made. 
Textile factories for making cloth from both 
cotton and wool are major industries. Mining is 
a major occupation.

 Match the following words and phrases.

1.91  ________  Cuzco

1.92  ________  Lima

1.93  ________  textile factories

1.94  ________  Peru 

1.95  ________  Florida

1.96  ________  sugar refining 

1.97  ________  Callao

a. directly north of Peru in the United 
States

b. capital of Peru
c.  capital of the Inca empire
d.  Peru’s “Atlantic seaport”
e.  port city for Lima, Peru
f.  world’s second largest producer of 

vanadium
g.  a major industry
h.  produce cotton and wool cloth
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COUNTRY OF BOLIVIA
Bolivia is one of two countries in South America 
without a seacoast. The cities of importance are 
those in which the government is located and 
those that are essential to mining. Bolivia has 
several agricultural products, mining products, 
and manufactured products. Bolivia exports 
some of these.

Location. Peru and Chile form Bolivia’s west 
border. Brazil surrounds it to the north, east, 
and southeast.

Cities. La Paz, located to the northwest on 
the central Cordillera, was founded in 1548. 
The city has no fire department because the 
plateau is so high that not enough oxygen is 
present in the air to keep a fire going. Although 
La Paz is not the capital of Bolivia, most govern-
ment affairs are run from this city.

Sucre is the legal capital of Bolivia, but only the 
judicial branch of the government operates 
there. Located in Sucre is the Casa de la Inde-
pendencia where tourists can see the Boliv-
ian Declaration of Independence. This city is 
located on the Central Cordillera several miles 
south of La Paz.

Potosí was a “boom” town in the early mining 
days because of its location near Cerro Rico 
(rich hill). This mountain was full of gold and 
silver that the Pizzaro conquerors took to send 
to their greedy kings in Europe.

Resources and industry. Tin is the most 
important metal being mined in Bolivia today. 
Processing it is the country’s chief industry. 
Cerro Rico is full of tin, as are many of the other 
mountains. Other important mineral resources 
are copper, silver, and some gold.

Potatoes and barley are important crops. Rub-
ber and cinchona (quinine) trees are found in 
the Oriente. Quinine is used in some medicines.

In the high plains are livestock: sheep, llama, 
alpaca, and vicuña. Next to tin processing, tex-
tile manufacture of woolen products is chief in 
importance.

  Complete the following statements.

1.98 Bolivia is one of two countries in South America without a  ________________________________ .

1.99 Peru and Chile form Bolivia’s  ______________________________________________________  border.

1.100 The country that surrounds Bolivia to the north, east, and southeast is  ___________________ .

1.101 The legal capital of Bolivia is  _______________________________________________________________ .

1.102 The most important metal mined and processed in Bolivia today is  _______________________ .
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TEACHER CHECK
initials date

Complete this map activity.

1.103 Place the cities named in this section on the map in the back of your LIFEPAC. Be sure you 
put on the map all the cities for Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. There are eleven altogether.

Complete the following writing assignment.

1.104 Choose one of these cities. Look up all the information you can find about it. Then write 
two or three paragraphs about the city of your choice. If you prefer, you may write about 
any subject in the study of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia you wish. If you prefer a subject 
besides a city, check with your teacher before you start your research.

Match the words and phrases.

In the column on the left are words or phrases that present an idea. Match each with the idea that 
contrasts. Write the contrasts in the righthand column. To contrast means to present an opposite 
or different point of view.

1.105   ________ greedy kings a. missionaries

1.106   ________ green jungles b. died unhappily

1.107   ________ ancient ruins c.  poor people

1.108   ________ rich conquerors d.  today’s cities

1.109   ________ fine highways e.  equator

1.110   ________ great liberators f.  crumbling modern walls

1.111   ________ strong Inca foundations g.  no schools to attend

1.112   ________ go to school h.  no vehicles with wheels

1.113   ________ written language i.  word-of-mouth legends

1.114   ________ coast of Peru j.  coast of Ecuador

1.115   ________ Indians without Christ  k.  democratic presidents

  l.  barren deserts

  Review the material in this section in preparation for the Self Test. The Self Test will  
check your mastery of this particular section. The items missed on this Self Test will indicate spe-
cific areas where restudy is needed for mastery.
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SELF TEST 1
Write true or false (each answer, 1 point).

1.01  ____________  It has been easy for all the countries we have studied in this LIFEPAC to 
become democracies.

1.02  ____________  Bolivia is crossed by the equator.

1.03  ____________  The Galápagos Islands are right off the shore of Ecuador.

1.04  ____________  The Atlantic seaport on the Amazon, called Iquitos, is in Peru.

1.05  ____________  Lake Titicaca is too small for ships.

1.06  ____________  Lake Titicaca is on the border between Peru and Bolivia.

1.07  ____________  The coastline of Ecuador is fertile.

1.08  ____________  The “Avenue of Volcanoes” is in Ecuador.

1.09  ____________  All the volcanoes are now inactive.

1.010  ____________  Peruvians use the horse to carry things.

1.011  ____________  The coastline of Peru has a very dry, cool climate.

1.012  ____________  The coastline of Bolivia is mountainous.

1.013  ____________  Charqui is the same as jerky.

1.014  ____________  The Andes mountain range reaches its widest point in Peru.

1.015  ____________  The altiplanos are in Bolivia and Peru.

1.016  ____________  The llama is a cousin to the giraffe.

1.017  ____________  Colombia lies to the north of Ecuador.

1.018  ____________  Texas in the United States lies directly north of Peru.

1.019  ____________  Cuzco is the port city for Lima, Peru.

1.020  ____________  Mount Cotopaxi is called the highest “steaming” mountain in the world.

Write the letter for the correct answer on the line (each answer, 2 points).

1.021 Most of the people in Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia are _______ .
 a.  Americans b.  Europeans c.  Indians  d.  mulattos

1.022 The men of the Colorado Indian tribe ________ .
 a.  dye their hair red    b.  are headhunters  

c.  wear bright ponchos  d.  eat raw fish
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1.023 The Auca Indians of the jungle _______ .
 a.  are friendly    b.  raise sheep 

c.  blow darts of poison   d.  killed five missionaries

1.024 The Indians who make fine woven textiles are ________ . 
 a.  the Capaya   b.  the Jivaro 

c.  the Otavalo    d.  the Auca

1.025 Many children do not attend school because ________ . 
 a.  they haven’t money for clothes b.  they do not want to  

c.  they do not have to   d.  parents do not want schools.

1.026 Wool in Peru comes from _________ .
 a.  llamas b.  jungle plants  c.  jaguars d.  nutrias

1.027 Along the coastline of Peru there is much _________ . 
 a.  sand skiing    b.  baseball 

c.  mountain climbing   d.  pole-vaulting

1.028 Potatoes originally came from _________ .
 a.  Peru  b.  Ireland  c.  United States d.  China

1.029 The women of Cuenca still make Panama hats because ________ .
 a.  they are in style   b.  somebody will buy them someday 

c.  the government says so d.  their husbands say so

1.030 Tapioca comes from the _________ . 
 a.  manioc plant  b.  potato plant  c.  squash plant d.  cornstalks

1.031 The name of the Indians who are descended from the Incas is ________ . 
 a.  Urus b.  Colorados c.  Quechuas d.  Aymaras

1.032 The women of Bolivia often carry _________ .
 a.  crochet work b.  spindles c.  embroidery d.  mending

1.033 In Bolivia men wear chullos, which are _________ . 
 a.  caps with flaps   b.  beanies 

c.  knitted socks   d. belts

1.034 A woman wears more skirts in Bolivia to show she is _________ . 
 a. poorer    b. nicer 

c. married   d. wealthier

1.035 People in Bolivia make musical instruments out of _________ . 
 a. pots and pans   b. tree bark 

c.  reeds and bamboo   d.  combs

1.036 In Bolivia, because of few textbooks, the teacher reads to the class, and the children ________ .
 a.  record the lessons    b.  write down and memorize 

c. copy on the blackboard  d.  never take tests
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Match the words and phrases (each answer, 2 points).

1.037  ________ Lima

1.038  ________ La Paz

1.039  ________ Quito

1.040  ________ Cuzco

1.041  ________ Sucre

1.042  ________ Guayaquil

Write the words in the blanks that will make the statements correct (each answer, 3 points).

1.043 The Incas expected everybody to pay homage to the ________________________ .

1.044 Pizzaro captured the ____________________________ nation.

1.045 The Spanish wanted riches to be sent to ___________________ .

1.046 Some presidents of the Indian countries were democratic, but others became cruel

 __________________________ .

1.047 Ecuador’s chief export product is ________________________ .

1.048 Incas had not yet learned about the _______________________ .

1.049 Incas built their buildings of large ________________________ .

1.050 Incas put __________________ plating on their buildings.

1.051 The liberator of the southern half of South America was  __________________________________ .

1.052 Peru is the world’s second largest producer of ______________________ .

1.053 The general who fought more battles to free Ecuador and Bolivia than Bolívar was

 ___________________________________ .

1.054 The most important metal now being taken from Cerro Rico and other mountains in 

Bolivia is _____________________ .

a. capital of Inca Empire

b.  legal capital of Bolivia

c. chief port of Ecuador

d. capital of Peru

e. where most of Bolivia’s government is 
conducted

f. capital of Ecuador
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